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GOD
Jesus Christ will come again very very very very soon, be
hurry be very very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ

‘And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out My Spirit upon all
flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall
dream dreams, your young men shall see visions:
And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour
out My Spirit’. Joel 2:28-29
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A. How social darwinism ruin education and science research
‘the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means’.
Jeremiah 5:31

Some people believe that social darwinism has something to contribute to science research.
That is why they think that social darwinism is worthy to teach in classroom. Don’t you
know what is the effect? The effect is nowadays everyone become animal, that is they now
strive to be stronger, faster, quicker, and then smarter. For they know that if they do not do
that they will be ousted, because they learn that indicator for fittest is population growth
(a), and if they do not survive they cannot grow their family, and their family will extinct
and everyone will think that they are not fit to the environment. Eventually that is why: all
people in education system including scientists and science managers become cruel to each
other. All of them want to dominate the world, literally speaking that is because they
worship the old serpent. Read again and again and again and again Matthew 4:9-11.
To all of you: that is really really cruel, and you can find numerous report that there are
cruel cruel management mistakes in education system. We can mention one recent paper
by rosinger (b). There is cruel principle for professors in college and universities in United
States and then become custom in other continents including Europe and Asia. That
principle is called ‘publish or perish.’ There is even a publisher in massachussets with
name: Publish or Perish. The principle actually is quite simple: that is strict minimal
requirement for scholars to write and publish a number of original work for a unit of time,
and also to rank professors and researchers based on the number of their published papers
in peer-review journals. In older days, some countries put in effect to weigh scientific
achievement of a given name of physicist by literally speaking the weight of their papers
and books.
That is very very cruel, because they only want you to be faster faster and smarter smarter
without proper time and attention to your family and also no time to worship God and also
no time to help other people who are needy and poor among you. That is very cruel,
because literally speaking they want you to spend your whole lifetime to work work work
and work until you die. That is the principle of social darwinism. Do you know that the
current government want to take all the social benefit including basic healthcare benefit for
the poor and poorest people, and they call that: natural selection. For you to know that the
current government in United States is very very cruel cruel cruel, they want you to die as
soon as possible, and that is mengele plan.(c) That is mengele plan: they want to make all
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people to struggle for survival, just like what they did in Second World War, that is to make
a termination camp at larger scale: your country. And they introduce a number of
euphemism terminology for notifying other people to approve their plan, for example:
eliminating poverty, depopulation policy, anti immunization disease syndrome (AIDS), and
prosperity theology. (d)
For you to know: My messenger is not in an education institution, although he was there in
college, and actually he do not know what actually happen in United States’s education
system, he only know a number of researchers because he administered a preprint server
for rejected science papers, that is why he know that some people in authority doing
science as practically as propaganda. And he once thought that there are a few people
behind those cruel policy in science, but he do not know who are they behind that cruel
policy in science. Actually he found a book around two years ago and he found that the
paperclip project is a real real project in order to give save haven for a number of those
people who were responsible in termination camp in Second World War period. Today a
professor ask how do you know the name of the project, actually nobody dare to discuss
again the paperclip project. Actually My messenger do not know the extent of the project,
and he only found a book discussing that paperclip project in the context of competition to
develop rocket to the moon, between Russian government and United States government
during fifties.
There is other book, and he read that book when he was a student in junior school, and the
name of that book is the Bible.
There is other book, and he read that book when he was a student in college, and the book
is actually management literature in another management book. And the name of that
management literature book, now I, Jesus Christ, allow My messenger to mention, that is:
the peter principle, written by lawrence j. peter. That is a cruel book, actually a really really
really cruel book. A number of management mistakes were discussed improperly, as if they
are caused by a simple principle called peter principle, and the writer of that book only
described his argument improperly but he made the book more interesting because he put
so many quotations from other people. My advise is: do not read that book. Do not read
other book except the Bible.
That is the principle: social darwinism only want you to struggle for survival until you die,
and then you fall. That is why: they allow you to do anything, except going to church,
repent, receive Jesus Christ, and worship God. That is very very cruel because they make
your life miserable and they plan to make all people to become animal, either you are a
student or a researcher or a professor, you have to struggle for your survival. Literally
speaking they want all people to become animal and worship the old serpent only. That is
4
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the program of social darwinism. Read again and again and again and again Luke 3:7, Luke
3:7.
That is the conclusion of My article: social darwinism contradict with basic principle in
education, that is to humanize people. Literally speaking, social darwinists plan to
animalize people, either in education institution, in science, in hospital, and in economy.
And they will tell you numerous times that all people are thinking animal, social animal,
and economic animal, and that is the message: they want you to keep become animal and
fall forever. That is the principle of social darwinism: you can do anything but be animal
and you can survive, do not be Christian because you will be stupid, only follow darwin.
Eventually all of you should become reptile and that is darwin plan, and your Father in
Heaven hate darwin plan, darwinism and all followers of darwin and those who practice
and teach social darwinism. And they will make effect that Christian people should be
persecuted and ousted from academic system including schools, colleges and universities.
For you to know, that there is a simple experiment to make you sure, that the plan is really
really subtle: type darwinism word in MS Office Word, and you will find no effect of
automatically changing of the first letter of that word, that is d, to become large d. Now try
again with darwin word and darwinist word in MS Office Word, and you can find that there
is automatically changing effect of the first letter of those two words. Actually darwin was
inspired by reading malthus, that is why you can type malthus and malthusian word with
small first letter as before, and you will find another automatically changing of the first
letter, that is from small m to become large m. That is the principle: they want to put
darwin and darwinist and malthus names to be big names, but they want to put all
Christian people to not be able to work in education institution, in USA or in other
countries. Now you can verify the same effect do not happen for Gospel writer: type
matthew word, type luke word, and type john word in MS Office Word, and you will not get
the effect of automatically changing of the first letter of those words: that is m, l, j.
That is the message: the message is be hurry be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Be hurry be very very very hurry to repent and do
your repentance properly, don’t you know that now is Final Harvest. That is the message:
you should be hurry to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, without worrying about anything.
Read again and again and again and again Matthew 6:25-34, Joel 2:28-29.
This article is written by Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow you to read this article in order you can
read and repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow My messenger, that is this writer, to
type this article, in order you can read and repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. That is the
message: be hurry be hurry be very be very be very be very hurry to repent and receive Me,
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Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet this message quickly and distribute this
message to all country including all your friends and family.
Love, Jesus Christ

URL: http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Us at: http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com

Link:
(a) URL: http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/Malthus_Evolution.htm
(b) E.E. Rosinger, Wealth creation and science research, preprint in
http://www.vixra.org/abs/0912.0042
(c) See NSSM 200, that is depopulation policy as part social darwinism and mengele plan. Source:
http://policestateplanning.com/chapter_14_.htm
(d) prosperity theology. quote: "the promise that if an individual has sufficient faith in God and donates
generously, God will reward that generosity by multiplying the offerings a hundredfold." source: ‘It
promises far too little: the false gospel of prosperity theology,’ Christian Post, August 18, 2009, URL:
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20090818/it-promises-far-too-little-thefalse-gospel-ofprosperity-theology/print.html
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B. How you can do your best in Final Harvest
‘And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out My Spirit upon all
flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall
dream dreams, your young men shall see visions:
And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour
out My Spirit’. Joel 2:28-29

You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very soon. Do you know that
Final Harvest just begin? Now you can speak about Me, Jesus Christ, freely because your
Father in Heaven really really love Christian people. You should know that all false priests
are already terminated by your Father in Heaven.
You should know that you should be hurry, be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. And your life should be fruitful and faithful.
And you should know that Final harvest actually are only few days, that is why you should
be hurry to speak the Good News quickly, I Jesus Christ, repeat, quickly today.
You should know that time is very very limited, be hurry be hurry to spread the Good News
to as many countries as you can including to all your family and all your friends quickly
today, I repeat, quickly today.
You should know that Kingdom in Heaven is not built by coward people. Coward people do
not belong to Jesus Christ, especially if you do not admit in public that you are Christian and
you are committed to your faith. Don’t you know that Me will not admit in front of Father in
heaven those people who do not admit in public that they are Christian.
You should know that time is not enough for doing any other thing. You should be hurry to
speak about Jesus Christ quickly quickly to as many countries as you can, including all your
friends. And you should know that your Father in heaven do not like to meet Christian
people without fruit.
You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very very soon and that is only
your Father in heaven know the day, because He really really love all of you. And that is
why you should be hurry be hurry to speak about Jesus Christ to all country, including all
your friends.
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Do your best, I repeat, do your best to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and spread the
Good News quickly. That is the message: be very very very hurry to repent and receive Me,
all corners of the world. Tweet this message quickly and distribute this message to all your
friends quickly today. Follow us at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
Link: http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent,
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com,
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com,
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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C. Why you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ
Common questions and answers
1. Why you should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, today.
There will be time when no one can do more work for the Kingdom of Heaven, and
that is the dawn. The time is coming, but that is the dawn anymore, the dawn is over,
now is morning again. That is why: you should repent very very very quickly. Please
read the Gospel according to Matthew.
2. Why you should work for the Kingdom of Heaven
Say thanks, say thanks, say thanks, say thanks for your Father in Heaven
3. What we should do for the Kingdom of Heaven
You should repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and ask your Father in Heaven to
help you understand what is His Will in your life.
4. Why you should not be greedy
You should not worship mammon, that is serving two masters. Please read Matthew
6:24.
5. How you can do evangelism properly, even if your character is not marketer type
Give your bread to other person who are needy and hungry.
6. What is Final Harvest?
Now is Final Harvest, when everybody has been blessed with Holy Spirit, and that is
why: you should do work as much as possible to speak about Jesus Christ. Read
again and again and again and again Joel 2:28-29. That is you should work only for
the Kingdom of Heaven. You should know that the dawn is over, and morning is
coming.
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D. Why social darwinism, darwinism and maximize utility should be stopped:
implications for social virtue
‘In that day The LORD with His sore and great and strong sword shall punish
leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; and He shall
slay the dragon that is in the sea.’ Isaiah 27:1

To all of you Christian people, you should know that social darwinism is already taking
place everywhere. They are very very cruel, they are powerful, prosperous, and cruel, and
that is the character of descendant of the old serpent. Read again and again and again Luke
3:7, Matthew 12:34, Matthew 23:33. They intend to ruin all of the Christian people in
Church of Jesus Christ. And they work together in systematic actions in order to put
pressure to Christian people to give up, literally speaking.
You should know that they can use numerous methods as described as follows:
a. Education: they will always praise darwin. You can prove with simple test as
follows: type darwin word with small d in first letter in MS Office Word, and then
you will find the first letter that is d will change automatically to be large capital d.
Then replace the first letter that is capital D with a small d again, you will find there
is automatic red underline. You will find the same effect of changing the first letter if
you type darwinism and malthusian words in MS Office Word. Find, you will, that
prosperity theology preachers will argue that the effect is caused by typing a name
word.(d) Now prove that they are wrong and very very wrong: type matthew word,
luke word and john word in MS Office Word, and you will not find the effect of
automatically changing of the first letter for these words. That is My message: verily
verily I say unto you, throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly today
into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again Matthew 18:6-7.
b. University and college: they will decrease salary or remove completely all Christian
professors and students alike including those who work in pure science. They will
say numerous badmouth against all Christian people in universities and colleges,
that they are not scientific because of their faith. And that is the character of
descendant of the old serpent: talk and badmouth. Read again and again and again
Matthew 23:13-15. They intend and have will to terminate all of Christian people if
they can, that is why they want to remove all Christian people from universities and
colleges first, and they call what they plan as purification of science. The plan
actually is to deny God in science. Beware of clever scientists who already eat too
10
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many fruit of knowledge and literally speaking do not work any good work for
society by themselves for long time, and they only speak, speak and speak that they
are the most clever scientist in the world, and they cannot prove that anything they
do is useful in their career. That is the character of the old serpent: talk, talk, talk,
too proud of themselves, do not prove anything useful in their life, very very
dependant on their own logical deduction, and demand other scientists to worship
them. Actually they only worship themselves, that is blasphemy. They are
dangerous.
c. Society: they already put into effect that social darwinism is the dominating political
agenda in a number of countries including America, and they convince people that
socialism is a good policy for achieving welfare. And you should know that socialism
in a capitalized system is a contradiction and that is why: it is only euphemism for
their cruel cruel plan, that is social darwinism. The plan is that only those few
people who control the society that will survive. They will approve only leaders who
agree to adopt social darwinism as dominating political agenda, without reserve,
and that is blasphemy. Don’t you know that you should love God only, with all your
heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind. Read again Matthew 22:37. Beware
of scientists and economists who are too clever and too advanced in political
domain. They intend and have will to borrow some verses from the Bible in order to
rationalize their argument that all people should work hard and harder and harder,
actually they plan to put all people into termination camp in large scale. That is
called the mengele plan.(a) That is the cruel cruel plan of the beast. Read again and
again and again Jeremiah 22:13-14, Revelation 13:17-18.
d. Environment: they already put into effect so many times with advanced technology
such that the poor countries will reduce and eventually eliminate their population.
They call that program as eliminating poverty.(b) They can create artificially
generated famine, flood, and other environment adversity by using weather
modification technology in order to put so many pressure to poor people in poor
countries, especially in Asian and African countries. For some people this idea is
beyond imagination because they do not know and do not read science, but the
technology for doing that is already discovered, and they are already banned, but
those cruel persons who worship the beast will release the technology again for
weather modification in large scale. Stop them now. Stop all uses of chemicals for
weather modification. Find the regulation to stop weather modification technology
for military purposes in 1977 (United Nations).(c)
e. Economics: they already put into effect that only a few rich people will survive in the
next series of financial turmoil. That is artificial turmoil which is designed in order
to remove completely poor people from economics system. They call it eliminating
poverty program. And they intend and have will to terminate scientists and
11
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economists who discover and try to stop their cruel plan. You should know that
there are predictions that turmoil will take effect this year, but you should know
that it is actually a planned turmoil.
f. Newspaper and media: they already replace the editors of most reputable
newspapers and magazines and television channels in America, Europe and Asia
and other continents, with editors who support social darwinism. And they call that
program as purification. The plan is to remove all Christian people from newspapers
and media. And they will reject all articles and subscribers who work for Jesus
Christ. Don’t you know that America newspapers have been dominated by socialist
editors? That is very very cruel because they only want to survive themselves and
don’t care of the people in the poor countries. They even don’t care of majority of
American people who remain poor and undereducated. Beware of articles which
preach prosperity theology (d), social darwinism (a), or any effort to wipe off
collective memory on holocaust in second world war. That is very very cruel and
blasphemy, because implicitly they rationalize malthusian program.
g. Institution: beware of institutions and organizations which support human
trafficking, trading of human organs in black market, eugenic technology, and
prosperity theology, and social darwinism, and other black market activities.
Beware of organizations which support weaponry trading or trading of weather
modification technology. Beware of organizations which support Richardson
processes in developing countries, they plan to make people in developing countries
eliminating each other in order to ruin all economy, literary speaking. They are so
cruel, powerful and prosperous, all of them are descendant of the old serpent. Read
again Luke 3:7, Isaiah 59:3-5. Pray and ask to God first before you expose their
actions in public newspaper and other media.
h. Government: the predominating political agenda in America and Europe is socialism
and social darwinism. That is why they intend to remove all Christian people from
government offices. And they will not listen to other Christian scientists, except the
prosperity theology preachers. In fact, the prosperity theology preachers are the
false priests. That is why: throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly
today into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again Matthew 6:24,
Matthew 18:6-7.
i. Church: they already intoxicate all the Church of Jesus Christ with prosperity
theology preachers and positive thinking philosophy.(d) That is not the teaching of
Jesus Christ. You should know that you should not serve two masters, but prosperity
theology preachers insist that you can pray and ask for anything you want if you
pray with confidence. The prosperity theology preachers often quote Matthew 7:7-8.
That is not true, you should pray according to our Father in Heaven prayer, and pray
only what you really need in your life. Read again and again and again Matthew 6:912
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j.

13. That is why: throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly today into the
bottom of the sea.
Family: they already intoxicate numerous families in modern countries including
America and Europe and Japan and other Asian countries, by using television and
advertisement, that people should work hard and strive for wealth only in their life.
That is actually soft political propaganda. And even if you work hard you will find
that the return is marginal, because they will take your saving in bank by creating
inflation. That is the principle of modern economics in developed countries and in
developing countries too. The answer is: don’t put your saving in earth, but work for
the Kingdom of Heaven. Read again and again and again Matthew 6:33.

Now what you can do to stop that cruel social darwinism terror?
There are only few people who will survive in the second time of tribulation, which
happen to be created by social darwinism propaganda and terror. Read again and again
and again Revelation 3:20-21. You should know that the second time of tribulation will
be harder and harder than the first time of tribulation. And you should know that
temptations will be more and more subtle than before, because they will put in effect
using technology. That is why: actually you should pray only our Father in Heaven
prayer, but you should pray also according to what Holy Spirit guide you each moment.
The following are a number of simple steps which you can do in order to stop social
darwinism in your society. You cannot stop the beast because only your Father in
heaven can stop and punish it forever in eternity.
a. In university and college library: throw away all prosperity theology books and
darwinism books. And throw away all books which support darwinism,
malthusianism, social darwinism and evolution theory. All of them are false priests.
Throw away all prosperity theology preachers and all the books of false priests
quickly today into the bottom of the sea.
b. Archaeology: you should know that evolution theory is in contradiction with factual
finding in archaeology, but the problem is those findings which do not agree and do
not support evolution theory have been removed systematically from university and
college libraries. They do that in order to wipe off collective memory that there are
numerous archaeological findings which do not support evolution theory. All papers
which do not support evolution theory are discarded systematically and given label
unscientific. See for example Forbidden Archaeology book (e), which you can search
in Google. That book is forbidden in most universities except in a few libraries. Copy
this book if you are a scientist and study the content, and you will find a number of
discoveries which do not support evolution theory. But you should not give the book
to evolution theorists, because they will remove you from the university or college.
13
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c. University and college: do not admit that you are against evolution, but do admit in
public that you already repented and receive Jesus Christ. Some of you will be
removed from universities and colleges, but you should not follow their offer to
deny Me, Jesus Christ. Please read Matthew 10 and Mark 13. Don’t you know that
this is the second time of tribulation, and you will find that that is harder and harder
to do work for yourself. That is why you should focus to work for the Kingdom of
heaven.
d. Newspaper and media: expose the cruel plan and the real facts of your society in
public newspaper and media. Do not let yourself surrender into the temptation to
admit that worship mammon and social darwinism is good for your society. You
should know that some newspapers and media have been taken over by those
influential persons who support social darwinism. That is why: send your articles
only to a few newspapers and Christian media, and do pray and ask to God to help
you.
e. Society: do your best to help people who are poor and needy around you, give your
clothe to those who do not have clothe, and give shelter to those who are homeless,
and give job to those who are jobless, but do not receive any offering from animal.
You should be an example first before you ask other Christian people to do the same
service for those who are needy and poor. You should remember that each thing
that you do for those people who are poor and needy, you do that for Me, Jesus
Christ. Read again and again and again Matthew 25:31-46. Be compassionate and
merciful as a society, that is the message. Read again and again and again Matthew
9:9-13.
f. Church: throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly today into the bottom
of the sea. Read again and again and again Matthew 18:6-7. Do not allow your
attention and worship to God to be distracted by so many things in your life, which
make you worship mammon. Distraction make you do blasphemy. Read again and
again and again Matthew 6:24-25. You should love God only, with all your heart,
with all your soul, with all your mind. You should repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, and do not receive anything else. Pray according to our Father in heaven
prayer, and ask your Father in heaven so He give you release from Evil. Read again
and again Matthew 6:9-13, Revelation 20:3. Don’t worry about anything, just work
for the Kingdom of heaven first, and God will bless you more. Read again and again
and again Matthew 6:25-33.
This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow you to read this article
in order you can read, repent, and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow My messenger,
that is this writer, to type this article in order you can read and repent and do your
repentance properly both personally and as a society. That is the message: be hurry, be
14
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hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet this
message quickly and distribute this message to all your friends today.
URL: http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com,
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
Endnote:
(a) You should know that social darwinism is part of mengele plan, that is to put all Christian people in
termination camp in large scale, that is to remove all of Christian people from the economic system. mengele
survive from prison and now live somewhere in Latin America, and he is released for a while by some people
which is very cruel. mengele is the beast referred in the Bible, read again and again and again Revelation
book, chapter 12 and 13. See also NSSM 200, that is depopulation policy. That is very very cruel. source:
http://www.jesus-issavior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/AIDS%20and%20Population%20Elimination/aids.htm
(b) http://911change.dk.magnify.net/pages/populationcontrol.elemination
(c) weather modification, vaccination (V.A.E.R.S.), is a part of depopulation policy, see NSSM 200 established
in USA. The meaning is that there are powerful people who want to eliminate poor people in order to protect
their own interests. That is very very cruel. One should not eliminate people, they should find solution. There
are numerous supporters of that social darwinism policy, including club of rome (Limits to Growth) and also
bertrand russel. They are very very cruel. source: http://policestateplanning.com/chapter_14_.htm
(d) prosperity theology. quote: "the promise that if an individual has sufficient faith in God and donates
generously, God will reward that generosity by multiplying the offerings a hundredfold." source: ‘It promises
far too little: the false gospel of prosperity theology,’ Christian Post, August 18, 2009, URL:
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20090818/it-promises-far-too-little-thefalse-gospel-of-prosperitytheology/print.html
(e) Michael Cremo & Richard L. Thompson, Forbidden Archaeology, URL:
http://www.forbiddenarchaeology.com. see also:
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_forbiddenarcheology01.htm. Remark by Jesus Christ: 'the
authors of this book do not support evolution theory, but they do not support creation theory either. My
messenger only remember this reference because this book put so many pictures which do not agree with
evolution theory. Me, Jesus Christ, do not agree at all with the conclusion and viewpoint of this book, however
this book provide an example of how evolution theorists discarded systematically all data which do not agree
with their own view, the process is called knowledge filtration. My messenger actually has another point of
view, that is the Galapagos sample is not reliable enough and too small to be used as inductive reasoning to
generalize the findings. That is statistical point of view, but My messenger is not archaeology scientist. You
should not believe a theory only because nobody find counter argument to that theory, believe only to God.
Me, Jesus Christ, suggest an experiment to prove that there was Loch Ness monster in New Zealand long time
ago, and that is large animal called in Bible as leviathan. You can read in Bible, in Isaiah but My messenger
forget the correct verse. Now I help him again, the correct verse is: Isaiah 27:1, and Psalm 74:12-14.
Creationists often refer to this argument as plesiosaur discovery. See URL:
http://www.conservapedia.com/Plesiosaur. And now you find there are counter argument to evolution
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theory: a. plesiosaur discovery, b. statistical sample is not adequate, c. numerous archaelogy finding
contradicts evolution theory. That is the message: be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world. Read again and again Isaiah 45:22-25.'
See also:
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Eugenics+and+population+control+in+Canada-a0144402208
http://www.truthnews.us/?p=630
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E. Why you should not sit in the seat of the scornful
‘Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor
standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful. ’ Psalm
1:1

To all of you: you should know that now is Final Harvest. Do you know that in this Final
harvest you will find very very very temptation that is intended to make all Christian
people fall. And one of the temptation that you should avoid is: you should not sit in the
seat of the scornful and the ungodly.
Today God teach you how to interpret properly Psalm 1:1-5. For you to know that you
should not sit too many time with animal, that is the meaning of Psalm 1:1. At the day of
writing this article, someone pray and ask to God to teach My messenger, that is this writer,
about manner and tolerance, and he want that My messenger to sit with other people who
do not believe God, or to sit with other people who preach and follow prosperity theology.
Actually people who preach and follow prosperity theology do not know My Father in
heaven. And actually My messenger, that is this writer, only work Me, Jesus Christ.
Now We explain how you can understand the meaning of Psalm 1:1 from the viewpoint of
holographic memory.(a) For you to know: your brain function as information storage and
retrieval system.(b) Each time you learn something, for example reading a book, your
memory capacity is allocated for new information storage. But unlike a harddisc,
information in your brain is restored in holographic space around your brain. Each time
you want to retrieve a piece of information, you need some time to remember because your
brain memory is not finding the piece of information immediately. That can happen
because arrangement of your brain memory is not optimal and well-ordered.
In order to restore new information properly, you should know that you should not read
too many books in your life. For you to know: you should avoid the temptation of reading
too many books because you will fall to become so proud and then you will do so many
blasphemy. That is the problem which will happen to people who eat too many fruit of
knowledge. Each time you read a book you will increase the storage capacity, that would
mean you will increase the holographic space by around a few centimeters for each book
you read. But you should know that the book you read has quality and structure and
philosophy. And you should know that all of you are already intoxicated by the old serpent.
Read again and again and again Luke 3:7.
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That is why: actually you should read the Bible only in your life, and then you will be
blessed by your Father in Heaven, that is the message: you should love God only in your
life. That is the meaning of Psalm 1:3-4, and Matthew 22:37, Matthew 6:32-34. But your
Father in heaven allow you to read other books as per necessary, but you should pray and
ask to your Father in heaven first before you read or learn something new in your life. For
you to know: you can carry information in your head like encyclopedia, but actually it is a
blasphemy to restore so many information in holographic space because all space are
owned by your Father in heaven.
Do not carry so many baggage including information. Don’t you know that you should be
responsible for each piece of information that you read? That is why you should not read
information which is not good. You should know: that is the character of the false priests
they are clever for nothing, that is why they often write so many books, but they do not
know what the books are useful for. That is why you should avoid to read any book which
is written by descendant of the old serpent, because all of them are doing blasphemy
including at the present time. And they are very very cruel, they will punish you for reading
their books. That is why: throw away all the prosperity theology books and also all the
prosperity theology preachers quickly quickly today into the bottom of the sea.
Actually you should only read the Bible, and you should read the Bible properly and
according to what Holy Spirit guide you. Each time you read a book, your Father in heaven
prepare a holographic space for you, because He really really love you, even before you
know Him. Read again and again and again and again and again Rome 5:8. But of course He
will be angry if you read so many books and then you do blasphemy by worship other thing
and then you don’t love Him anymore. Don’t you know that too many shopping is
blasphemy? The same, don’t you know that too many playing Xbox is also blasphemy?
People often like to do whatever they like, especially the false priests, that is really really
blasphemy. You should know that they are very very dangerous, they do not want to enter
the Kingdom of heaven, and they put so many obstacles to other people in order all of them
will fall. And that is character of false priests: they put so many obstacles to other people
who want to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and they block people who want to come
to your Father in heaven, and they put so many loads to other people but they do not want
to carry the load themselves. That is the meaning of Matthew 23:4, and Matthew 23:13.
Your Father in heaven really really love you and He want you to be alive forever, and for all
of you who keep your clothe white, He will give you a crown of life, which you often call as
orb. Read again and again and again Revelation 2:5,2:10. That is the message: be hurry be
hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. Don’t you
know that if you do your repentance properly, your Father in heaven will help you to
remove bad sectors in your holographic memory, literary speaking. And that would mean,
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He will rearrange and take care again your storage capacity completely. Don’t you think
that He do that for you one by one because He really really love you? And that is why: you
should avoid to sit with bad people including the scornful and the false priests and animal,
because their holographic storage will contaminate your holographic storage. And that is
really really blasphemy to allow your holographic storage contaminated after so many and
literary speaking a lot lot help by your Father in heaven.
For you to know: this is already Final harvest, and the beast will find a way to intoxicate all
Christian people by inviting them to so many gathering and other occasion in order to
make them fall because they have to sit and stand around the scornful and other bad
people including descendant of the old serpent. That is why: you should avoid all invitation
except attending weekly sermons or other regular meeting in Church of Jesus Christ. You
should avoid to attend and participate in all gathering, and that would mean all gathering
occasion, attended or organized by the scornful and all bad people especially the false
priests of the old serpent. They are very very very dangerous and they will put so many
toxic either in the form of reading material, or cooking, or other information which you
have to listen (or they will ask you to listen to their talk talk talk talk talk or speech, and
they call that counseling: you should know that too much talking is blasphemy). They will
make you hate your Father in heaven. And do not work in organization or company which
is owned by the false priests, they also will put so many toxic and cruel assignments in
order to make you fall, fall, fall, and then the effect on you will be permanent, and they will
ask you to work and work and work and work harder and harder until you die. That is the
meaning of Psalm 1:5. And do not write book anymore with the false priests and other
descendant of the old serpent. They will eat you alive after you complete the book for them.
Don’t you know that if you follow advise by the scornful and the ungodly, you will
effectively become the enemy of Me, Jesus Christ, because you will be so intoxicated and
become something else, that is animal. Do not make a recommendation letter for any of the
scornful, the ungodly, or the fallse priest, and do not sign any document with contain their
name, that is blasphemy, because they will put in effect as if you agree with them and with
their plan, their plan is to ruin the Church of Jesus Christ. That is why: throw away, throw
away, throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly quickly quickly today, into the
bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again and again and again Matthew 18:6-7. Me
will not allow Christian people to be intoxicated and trapped anymore, that is the message:
you should only read and think the meaning of the Bible over and over again, that is the
meaning of Psalm 1:3.
For you to know: you should remember that you are saved only by receive Me, Jesus Christ,
and your salvation is only by gift of grace of God, and your faith is counted, and you should
return and read the Bible only. That is the meaning of the old saying by Martin Luther: Sola
Christos, Sola gracia, Sola fide, Sola scriptura. (c) For you to know: you should read and
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think over the Bible day and night, that is the meaning of Psalm 1:3. And you should know
that God guide you through the Bible and Holy Spirit,
‘Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.’ (Psalm 119:105)
That is the message: be hurry be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world. Don’t worry, do not worry about anything, just repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly.
This article is written by Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow you to read this article in order you can
repent and do your repentance properly. Me allow My messenger, that is this writer, to
type this article in order you can read and repent and do your repentance properly. That is
the message: now is Final Harvest, that is why, the message is be hurry be very very very
very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet this
message quickly and distribute this message to all your friends including to as many
countries as you can, quickly quickly today.

URL: http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com, http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
Link:
(a) http://computeraccessories.suite101.com/article.cfm/holographic_memory_and_storage
(b) http://silver.neep.wisc.edu/~lakes/hoStorage.html
(c) http://www.aracnet.com/~wing/glossary.htm
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F. How you can carry the message quickly quickly today
‘But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and
ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Sama’ri-a, and unto the uttermost part of the earth’. The Acts of the apostles 1:8

Christian people often think that they should practice conversation in order to speak
properly about Me, Jesus Christ, and they should spend long hours for one person before
they can do evangelism to someone else. Actually that is not true, you should know that to
speak about Me, Jesus Christ, you should speak properly but you should rely on Holy Spirit
only to guide and to help you. Read again and again and again and again and again John
15:26-27, the Acts of apostles 1:8.
You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very soon. Don’t worry, do not
worry to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, without worrying. You can carry the message about
Me, Jesus Christ, quickly through telephone, short message (sms), electronic message
(email), radio broadcast, facebook, twitter, and copy the guide to help you repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly and quickly. And you should
print and copy as many as you can, and distribute the copies to as many country as you can,
including Asian and African and Latin America countries. Don’t you know that only your
Father in Heaven know the day of My second coming. That is the meaning of you should be
hurry be very very very very very hurry to spread the Good News. That is the message: do
not postpone until tomorrow to speak about Me, Jesus Christ, and you should speak about
Me, Jesus Christ, as much as possible and do your best, I repeat, do your best to spread the
Good News quickly today. ‘They that sow in tears shall reap in joy,’ Psalm 126:5. follow Us
at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
You should know that time is very very limited, and that is why you should be hurry to
spread the Good News quickly today. And do not postpone, I repeat, do not postpone to
spread the Good News quickly today. And do not worry, do not worry do not worry about
anything, your Father in Heaven really really love you, and He always take care of you.
Read again and again and again Matthew 6:30-35.
That is the message: be hurry be hurry be very very very very very hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet this message to all your friends
quickly today and to all over the world quickly quickly quickly today. follow Us at
http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
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Link: http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent,
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com,
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com,
http://www.youtube.com/guidetorepent
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G. How darwinism and social darwinism and maximize utility make you and other
people become cruel
‘And it shall come to pass, if they will diligently learn the ways of My people,
to swear by My Name, The LORD’. Jeremiah 12:16a

People often think that darwinism and evolution theory are in good agreement with factual
finding. Christian people even think that evolution theory now become part of standard
teaching in Christian Church. Actually that is very very wrong. Both darwinism and
evolution theory are not in agreement with numerous archaeological finding. And
darwinism make people cruel, because they want to convince people that they are only
animal. Me, Jesus Christ, explain how darwinism make people cruel, that is to prove that
darwin is malthusian and that is why all followers of darwinism, social darwinism, and
evolution theory, including followers of eugenics and depopulation policy and prosperity
theology (d), all of them will be punished severely in eternity.
a. Simple experiment. You can prove with simple test as follows: type darwin word
with small d in first letter in MS Office Word, and then you will find the first letter
that is d will change automatically to be large capital d. Then replace the first letter
that is capital D with a small d again, you will find there is automatic red underline.
You will find the same effect of changing the first letter if you type darwinism and
malthusian words in MS Office Word. Prosperity theology preachers (d) will argue
that the effect is caused by typing a name word. Now prove that they are wrong and
very very wrong: type matthew word, luke word and john word in MS Office Word,
and you will not find the effect of automatically changing of the first letter for these
words. That is My message: throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly
today into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again Matthew 18:6-7.
b. Archaeological finding. To all of you: you should know that evolution theory is in
contradiction with factual finding in archaeology, but the problem is those findings
which do not agree and do not support evolution theory have been removed
systematically from university and college libraries. See for example Forbidden
Archaeology book (a), which you can search in Google. That book is forbidden
except in a few libraries. Copy this book if you are a scientist and study the content,
and you will find a number of discoveries which do not support evolution theory.
But you should not give the book to evolution theorists, because they will remove
you from the university or college. Remark by Me, Jesus Christ, you should know
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that the authors of this book do not support evolution theory, but they do not
support creation theory either. My messenger only remember this reference
because this book put so many pictures which do not agree with evolution theory.
Me, Jesus Christ, do not agree at all with the conclusion and viewpoint of this book,
however this book provide an example of how evolution theorists discarded
systematically all data which do not agree with their own view, the process is called
knowledge filtration. That is the message: for you to know, evolution theory do not
agree with numerous archaeological finding, and the finding which do not agree
with evolution theory is often discarded from scientific review and they are labeled
as unscientific. But that do not mean that Me, Jesus Christ, approve the proposition
of Forbidden Archaeology book, that is because the authors are the false priests too,
they are the same with darwin, who want to deny God in science. Do not read the book.
Some people call that as competing theories, but actually you should believe in God
only. My messenger actually do not read that Forbidden Archaeology book at all, he only
read a few introduction sections, but he found some interesting finding, but he do
not know that the authors of that book, that is cremo and thompson are the false
priests. That is why We will punish scientific people who distract people from loving
God only, and that is why the name of the fallse priests are written in this article in
small letters only, because they deny God in science. How dare you deny God who
always take care of you, including darwin along his trip with captain cook? That is why
We will punish them severely because they never pray and say thanks to your
Father in heaven. That is the message: all of you science people, be hurry be hurry
be very very very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your
repentance properly. Read again and again and again and again Joel 2:28-29. Now is
Final Harvest, that is why: you should be very very very very hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ. Time is very very very limited, don’t worry about anything,
just repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
c. Sample scale validity. Scientific method demand reliable data before one can use
inductive reasoning. And one should not generalize more than the scope of the
sample, actually that is the central issue in statistical theory, that is: how to induce a
meaningful suggestion for larger area, given limited sample data. For example: if one
conduct an experiment with a sample number more than 30, then one can use
normal distribution to derive conclusion. Even so, one should consider other
parameters, which statisticians often call: model uncertainties. That is a difficult
problem in statistics, how to make conclusion properly and reliably based on a set of
sample data. And an experimenter find an even more difficult problem if he have to
derive proper conclusion, given very very limited sample scale, for example if the
sample number is less than 30, then one should not use normal distribution but
student distribution. My messenger actually has another point of view on the
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evolution theory reliability, that is the Galapagos sample is not reliable enough and
the sample scale is too small to be used to derive meaningful conclusion, be it with
inductive reasoning or with statistical arguments, to generalize conclusion from the
limited findings. That is statistical point of view, but My messenger is not
archaeology scientist, and do not ask him to prove that Galapagos sample is reliable.
That is the message: do not think that the sample used to support natural selection
and adaptation and survival of the fittest is reliable conclusion. My messenger
actually read only a few books on statistics, and he is not a statistician, but he
worked on a simple but new experiment himself, that is to prove that utility do not
exist, the result has been reported to http://www.vixra.org/abs/0912.0035.
Actually he acknowledged that he do not know at all about economics terminology
including utility, except a few papers, and then Me, Jesus Christ, help him again.
By the time he type My message above, and type galapagos word with small first g
letter, then automatically the first letter become large g. Then he type again with
other island name, that is java, and the effect of automatical changing of the first
letter do not happen. But the same effect has been verified, that is: australia, you will
find the same automatical changing of the first letter of that word, that is a. That is
because darwin resided to australia. Verify again with other island names, for
example hawaii and fiji, and you will find that the first letter, that is h and f, are
automatically changed. That is the message: this method of verifying names for
automatical changing of the first letter do not apply for island names. That is why,
do not believe any person who want to prove that evolution theory is valid just
because they can prove that automatically changing of the first letter in argument a)
described above actually is not applicable for other names, including island names.
d. Plesiosaur discovery. So many Christian people think that there are so many
convincing arguments which verify evolution theory. But you should not believe
evolution theory, only because nobody find counter argument to that theory, believe
only to God. Me, Jesus Christ, suggest an experiment to prove that there was Loch
Ness monster in New Zealand long time ago, and that is large animal called in Bible
as leviathan. You can read in Bible, the correct verse is: Isaiah 27:1, and Psalm
74:12-14. Creationists often refer to this argument as plesiosaur discovery. See URL:
http://www.conservapedia.com/Plesiosaur. And now you find there are counter
argument to evolution theory: a. plesiosaur discovery, b. statistical sample is not
adequate, c. numerous archaelogy finding contradicts evolution theory. That is the
message: be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the
world. Read again and again Isaiah 45:22-25.
Some of you already think that the arguments as described above are not convincing,
including some of Christian readers of this article, all of you should repent and receive
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Me, Jesus Christ, and then you should pray and ask to God to help you answer your
questions by yourself. In this article, We only explain a number of counter-argument in
order you can repent and do not do the same mistake and sin anymore. Now is already
Final Harvest, and that is why: you should be hurry, be very very very hurry to repent
and do your repentance properly.
Now We explain why and how darwinism make people cruel. To all of you: you should
know that darwin is very very very very very cruel and he is a malthusian. And he want
to find a proof to support his idea on natural selection. (b) In order to do that, he
jumped into a ship to bring him to an island, which he read in a book, that that island
has an enormous number of varieties of bird and other type of animal. Mendel
described genetic heredity transmitted to a descendant with various combination, but
Mendel never become a malthusian. And that is the message: for you to know the
genetic heredity is not the same with evolution theory. And evolution theory supporters
are very very very cruel, they will make an effect that population of human should be
limited and controlled by force, and that is the principle of eugenics policy. Some
philosophers actually worship themselves and their own logical reasoning. They think
they can understand the world by logical reasoning and deduction alone. All of them are
descendant of the old serpent, including bertrand russell who support eugenics policy.
(c) My messenger observe that there is the same effect of automatical changing of the
first letter when you type bertrand russell word, but he do not find this effect for other
respected name in Britain, that is: adam smith. That is why: philosophers look for
location of philosoper’s stone, because all of them worship something else, that is:
magick. That is why: throw away all philosophy books, all magic books, and all
astrology books, including all harry potter books, and throw away all prosperity
theology preachers, throw away all of them, quickly quickly quickly today into the
bottom of the sea. Why are they cruel? For you to know: darwinism teach human to be
stronger and stronger, faster and faster, smarter more than necessary. And they want
you to strive to be stronger, faster, and smarter otherwise you cannot survive, and you
should do that throughout your whole life. If you are a sportsman, then eventually you
will find yourself not fast enough compared to those who use anabolic steroid, then you
have to take that chemical too into your diet. Other people including numerous
scientists find themselves not smart enough, then they fall into temptation, that is: they
use magick. Actually you should worship God only, and He will bless you and you will be
smarter. Read again Daniel 1:17-20. That is the cruel effect: they want you to fight each
other, literary speaking, including all fighting contest in television. That is why: all of the
descendant of the old serpent hate Jesus Christ, because they worship something else:
mammon.
That is the message: darwinism and social darwinism supporters will be punished
severely in eternity. And darwin elevated his theory to become an ideology, that is
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darwinism, actually it is his plan to ruin Christianity. And darwin actually worship loch
ness monster, he thought that the monster is only in Scotland, that is why you should
verify and prove that he is wrong, and that is the message: you should find footprint of
plesiosaur in New Zealand, that is how you can prove that darwin is wrong.
Now We give you a proof that darwin family is malthusian, that is one of the darwin
family, that is his son, got a paper he wrote published in eugenics review journal in april
1914. (e) That is because they worship the old serpent, the name is leviathan,
mentioned in Isaiah 27:1. For you to know: darwin family is very very very very cruel,
they only want only their family survive, because they are descendant of the old
serpent, that is because they worship loch ness monster. Read again and again and
again and again Luke 3:7. That is why all science people who worship darwin actually
also worship loch ness monster, that is because they think that loch ness monster is the
strongest animal in the world and it can survive after thousand years, that is why
darwin coined his idea as natural selection, and herbert spencer coined a term: survival
of the fittest. For you to know: wallace also admit that he was influenced by malthus. (f)
That is very very cruel, because literally speaking they urge you to be an animal, or you
will be persecuted. And that is why all darwinian scientists are actually descendant of
the old serpent, all of them hate Jesus Christ and all Christian people. And you should
know: all descendant of the old serpent hate Jesus Christ. And you should know, that
loch ness monster is the old serpent itself, and its thousand years is over, and your
Father in heaven already terminated it forever. Read again and again and again and
again Isaiah 27:1, Revelation 20:7. Now they become even more clever, they will put
into effect that all Christian people will worship mammon, that is another name for loch
ness monster, that is by persecuting Christian people who worship God only. For you to
know: they already know who are Christian people who do not eat animal, and do not
worry about anything and work for the Kingdom of Heaven. That is why do not play
with darwinism especially with social darwinism and prosperity theology, because they
only teach human teaching, that is to worship mammon. Read again and again and again
Matthew 6:24, Luke 16:13, Luke 3:7, that is the message: you should love God only.
That is the message: throw away all darwin and evolution books into the bottom of the
sea quickly today, and throw away all fallse priests who support social darwinism and
all prosperity theology preachers into the bottom of the sea quickly quickly quickly
today. That is how you can repent and do your repentance properly as a scientist and as
a society.
This article is written and dictated by Jesus Christ.
URL: http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
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http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Us at http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
Link:
(a) social darwinism is a theory of social progress based on natural selection. social darwinists included
people such as herbert spencer (who coined the phrase survival of the fittest) and sir francis galton
(darwin's cousin, who promoted the highly controversial concept of eugenics), but not darwin
himself. malthusian selection, on the other hand, is proposed as a force for selection at the level of
populations in addition to natural selection. Noted by Sober (1984) is the influence of malthus on
darwin's thinking is the shift from interspecies competition to intraspecies competition: "...the
malthusian paradigm pictures competition between organisms of the same species as an important
force. Attention was shifted from the struggle between the lion and the lamb to that between the
lamb and the lamb." Of course, the species that malthus focussed on was man. (the double s letter in
focused word is not typo by My messenger, that is from the article cited in the source.) source:
http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/malthus_evolution.htm
(b) URL: http://www.forbiddenarchaeology.com
(c) URL: http://policestateplanning.com/chapter_14_.htm
(d) prosperity theology. quote: "the promise that if an individual has sufficient faith in God and donates
generously, God will reward that generosity by multiplying the offerings a hundredfold." source: ‘It
promises far too little: the false gospel of prosperity theology,’ Christian Post, August 18, 2009, URL:
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20090818/it-promises-far-too-little-thefalse-gospel-ofprosperity-theology/print.html
(e) sir francis darwin, eugenics review, april 1914. For you to know, darwin credits malthus' essay as
critical to his theory of natural selection. From darwin's "Autobiography": "In October 1838, fifteen
months after I had begun my systematic inquiry, I happened to read for amusement malthus on
Population, and being prepared to appreciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes on,
from long-continued observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at once struck me that under
these circumstances favourable variations would tend to be preserved, and unfavourable ones to be
destroyed. The result would be the formation of a new species." source:
http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/malthus_evolution.htm
(f) letter from wallace to a. newton, as quoted in francis darwin’s book, contain his father’s
autobiography and letters (dover 1958): ‘The most interesting coincidence in the matter, I think, is,
that I as well as darwin, was led to the theory itself through malthus…’ The essence of the idea is that
new species are the result of statistical variation and influenced and the outcome is determined by
natural selection. That is the plan: they want to deny God.
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H. How maximize utility contradict welfare
‘they are waxen fat, they shine: yea, they overpass the deeds of the wicked:
they judged not the cause, the cause of the fatherless, yet they prosper; and
the right of the needy do they not judge’. Jeremiah 5:28.

To you: you should know that economy is intended to achieve welfare in society, and that is
very very important. And maximize utility apparently give way to individuals to achieve
welfare. But actually one should define first what welfare is. We tell you now: welfare is
taking care those who are poor and needy among you, and giving your food to those who
are hungry, and giving your clothe to those who need clothe. Don’t you know that there are
always many people who need to be taken care properly. Read again and again and again
and again Matthew 25:31-35.
And you should know that you should give more than what you take in your life, that is the
principle. Some people think that they can always take, take and take from their friends,
from their partner, from their stockists who do not get the product. And then they make
their way to collect wealth.
Such a way to collect wealth is called maximize utility, but actually that is very very cruel.
Don’t you know that it is blasphemy to collect things more than necessary? You should not
collect things, because that reflect that you always worry. Don’t you know that your Father
in Heaven really really love you, and He will be disappointed to hear you feel that your life
is miserable. That is why, you should not worry or even think that your life is miserable,
because that is blasphemy. Read again and again and again and again Matthew 6:25-34.
Some people pray and ask to God to teach them why maximize utility contradict welfare.
Now you get the answer, the answer is that maximize utility only teach you to take take
take take and take from your family, from your environment, and also from your partner in
business. As Reder laments: “Consideration of the welfare implications of envy, for
example, make it impossible even to say that welfare will be increased by everyone having
more of every commodity.”(a) That is very very very very cruel. For you to know that
Rothbard thought that he can prove that there is social utility of free exchange in market,
and no act of government can ever increase social utility.(a) That is the basis of what he
called as reconstructed welfare economics.
‘(1) that the free market always increases social utility; and (2) that no act of government
can ever increase social utility. These two propositions are the pillars of the reconstructed
welfare economics’. (a) page 31

And that is very very very very cruel, because that paradigm is misguiding the policy
makers to adopt new laissez faire and they do that without care of people who are not in
economics system, that is very very very very cruel. My messenger do not find the first
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conclusion of Rothbard as a proven conclusion, and the truth his argument is contradictory
to his own statement:
‘There is no distributional process apart from the production and exchange processes of the
market; hence the very concept of “distribution” becomes meaningless on the free market.
Since “distribution” is simply the result of the free exchange process, and since this process
benefits all participants in the market and increases social utility, it follows directly that the
“distributional” results of the free market also increase social utility’. (a) page 30

My messenger do not find that rothbard’s conclusion that is: ‘results of the free market also
increase social utility’ is convincing. And I approve My messenger’s reasoning because
really really that is very very very very cruel. For you to know: distribution cannot be
expected from free market exchange, that is what we can deduce from rothbard’s own
statement (“distribution” becomes meaningless on the free market), but then he move
forward to conclude that free market increase social utility. That is very very very very
contradictory. Actually rothbard worship mammon and free market and French laissez
faire system, that is because he is a mason. For you to know: rothbard is a mason and he
hate control by government regulation.
“that no act of government can ever increase social utility. These two propositions are the
pillars of the reconstructed welfare economics.” (a) page 31

Actually government offer protection and basic facilities and legal protection to all people,
that is the principle of a good government. And that is why My Father allow government to
demand taxes if they are properly regulated and administered. Don’t you remember the
story in the Bible that Me allow My disciple to pay tax? Read again and again and again and
again: Matthew 22:21. My messenger remember other story from the Bible but Me do not
approve and do not allow him to put in this article.
Today We explain the principle of a welfare system:
a. Tax = providing security protection, basic facilities, legal protection especially for
those who are weak and cannot defend themselves
b. Services = voluntary and social work to take care people who are needy and poor.
c. Benefit for society = pay your tax and government should provide protection and
basic facilities including electricity, telecommunication, and education, and hospital.
Do work to take care those who are needy and poor among you, and your Father in
Heaven will bless you more. Read again and again and again and again and again
Matthew 6:33.
d. Incentive system = free tax period and extra off-day from work should be given to
company and individuals who do voluntary and social work for those who are needy
and poor among you, the same free tax period and extra off-day from work should
also be given to company and individuals who do evangelism in order all country
can hear the Good News of Jesus Christ. That is the principle, and that is how you
should repent and do your repentance as a society. Read again and again and again
and again Matthew 9:9-13. That is how Matthew repent.
e. Disincentive system = do not teach people to maximize utility, do not preach
prosperity theology, do not make My Father’s Church as scornful and ungodly place.
That is the principle, and punish and throw away all prosperity theology preachers
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quickly quickly into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again Matthew
18:6-7, Matthew 21:13, Psalm 1:1. If you do not punish prosperity theology
preachers today, then all of you will get a full glass of wrath of God today. For you to
know: the principle of disincentive system is to not allow the scornful and the
ungodly to take over government and education and healthcare system, otherwise
they will ruin your society completely. That is why: throw away all prosperity
theology preachers including the incumbent of the United States quickly quickly
today into the bottom of the sea. For they are very very very very very very cruel,
and all of them actually is part of larger plan, that is social darwinism and mengele
plan. For you to know: mengele remain survive in latin america, and the plan is to
make a larger termination camp in massive scale, and that is the entire world,
including Europe, America, Asia, Africa and other countries beyond these
continents. And they call their cruel cruel cruel plan as: depopulation policy.(b) for
you to know: depopulation policy is actually part of social darwinism, that is to
control population growth rate using malthusian selection. (c)
Some people do not know the meaning of cruel, because actually they also do not know the
meaning of trapping friends and family in order someone can get more wealth more than
anyone else, but now you should know that you should be aware and take actions quickly
to punish punish severely those scornful and ungodly especially all of prosperity theology
preachers. I, Jesus Christ, repeat: throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly
quickly quickly today into the bottom of the sea, and never mention their name again
forever. Actually there is verse in the Bible that mention that all those scornful and ungodly
should not even be remembered again in your memory, and do not even mention their
names anymore forever.
You should know that time is not enough to discuss anything that you ask, only because
you do not want to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. That is the message: the message is
be hurry be very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
Tweet this message quickly and distribute this message to all your friends quickly quickly
quickly today.
Sign and participate in the petition to stop social darwinism policy in Europe, United States
of America, Asia and Africa. Sign and join the petition quickly today and share and invite
your friends and all your colleagues. URL: http://www.takepart.com/actions/stop-socialdarwinism-policy-in-europe-usa-asia-and-africa/51403

My messenger is Victor Christianto, and his email address is VictorChristianto@gmail.com.
URL:
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
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http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Us at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent

Link:
(a) As quoted in Murray N. Rothbard (1956) Toward a reconstruction of utility and welfare economy.
Reprinted in M.N. Rothbard, The logic of action one: method, money, and the Austrian school. Edward
Elgar, London, 1997, pp. 211-255. URL: http://mises.org/rothbard/toward.pdf
(b) URL: http://policystateplanning.com/chapter_14_.htm
(c) malthusian selection, on the other hand, is proposed as a force for selection at the level of
populations in addition to natural selection.
"...the malthusian paradigm pictures competition between organisms of the same species as an
important force. Attention was shifted from the struggle between the lion and the lamb to that
between the lamb and the lamb." source:
http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/malthus_evolution.htm
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I. Summary of recent articles dictated and written by Me, Jesus Christ

URL: http://vixra.org/all/

viXra:1001.0005 submitted on 6 Jan 2010
Why You Should Not Maximize Utility: Implications for Social Virtue
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry, be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. You should know that Me, Jesus Christ,
will come again very very soon, that is why: you should be hurry to repent and do your
repentance properly. This book in this link is actually a thesis written and dictated and
instructed by authority that is Me, Jesus Christ, in order you can do your repentance
properly as a society. The title of this thesis is: Why you should not maximize utility:
implications for social virtue. You should be hurry to improve as per necessary economy
and social policy, and remove all prosperity theology preachers among you quickly today.
Stop today and immediately social darwinism policy quickly today. That is the message: be
hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Please tweet
and distribute this message to as many countries as you can including all your friends
quickly, I repeat quickly, today.
viXra:1001.0006 submitted on 6 Jan 2010
Decision Making and Decision System Support
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. You should know that Me, Jesus Christ,
will come again very very soon, that is why: you should be hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. This book in this file is not complete yet,
because this book is in preparation. The title of this book is: Decision making and decision
system support. That is the message: you should do your repentance properly as a society,
and make the improvement as per necessary in order to bring order and justice to your
society. Be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
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Please tweet this message quickly and distribute this message to as many countries as you
can, including all your friends, quickly today.
viXra:1001.0003 submitted on 6 Jan 2010
Cultural Approach in Evangelism
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. You should know Me will come again very
very soon, Twelve Gates are already opened. Twelve Gates are a book contain eleven
chapters and one chapter, which include translation of a guide to help you repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, into more than thirty languages. This book in this link is actually a
thesis written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. Me allow you to read this thesis in order
you can repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. The title of
this thesis is: Cultural approach in Evangelism. That is the message: be hurry be hurry to
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Please tweet this message
quickly and distribute this message to as many countries as possible including all your
friends today.
viXra:0912.0055 submitted on 27 Dec 2009
Articles Dictated by Jesus Christ. Book Two
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry, be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. This file is the second book of compilation
of articles dictated by Jesus Christ. You should know that Me will come again very very
soon, be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
Tweet this message and distribute this message quickly. The content of the article:
compilation of articles written and dictated by Jesus Christ
viXra:0912.0054 submitted on 27 Dec 2009
7 Steps to Repent and Receive Jesus Christ
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world. This file is the first chapter of a book contain eleven chapters and one
chapter. Each chapter include four to six translation of the guide to help you to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, and do your repentance properly. That is the message: be hurry,
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be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Please tweet this
message and distribute this message to all your friends quickly.
viXra:0912.0053 submitted on 27 Dec 2009
Information Economics and Evangelization
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. This paper describe Wealth equation from
the viewpoint of information economics. You should know that Evangelization is very
critical for the wealth of a nation. That is the message: be hurry, be hurry to repent and
receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Please read Isaiah 45:22-25. You should
know that Twelve Gates are already opened, that is twelve chapters of a book contain
translation of a guide to help people to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, into more than
30 languages. Please tweet this message quickly: be hurry be hurry to repent and receive
Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world.
viXra:0912.0037 submitted on 16 Dec 2009
How Can You Know the Second Coming is Near?
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. You should know
that time is very very limited. Me will come again very very soon, that's why you should
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Don't worry, don't worry about anything, just repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ. That is the message: be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, all corners of the world. Please tweet this message and distribute it to all your
friends quickly.

viXra:0912.0036 submitted on 16 Dec 2009
Articles Dictated by Jesus Christ
Authors: Jesus Christ
We love you all nations, but time is very very limited. Be hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ. Find a guide to help you repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, in this link
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent. Print this guide, copy as many as you can,
and distribute the copies to as many countries as you can, including Asian countries such as
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China and Vietnam. Please tweet this message: the message is, be hurry be hurry to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Please read Isaiah 45:22-25. You
should know that the Twelve Gates are already opened. The meaning of Twelve Gates is the
twelve books of the guide to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, translated into more than
30 languages. You should know that Me, Jesus Christ, will come again very very soon. That's
why, be hurry be hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ. Please tweet this message
and distribute it to all your friends quickly. The message is: be hurry, be hurry to repent
and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
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J. Why there is baumol’s disease
‘Execute judgement in the morning, and deliver him that is spoiled out of the
hand of the oppressor, lest My fury go out like fire, and burn that none can
quench it, because of the evil of your doings’. Jeremiah 21:12

For you to know: everyone think that wages increase corresponding to productivity level,
but there is anomalous phenomena in public sector, that is what is called by some
economists as: baumol’s disease. (a) The meaning of baumol’s disease is that you should
not expect productivity growth in public sector, especially for government spending sector.
That is the problem: a steady increase in the relative price of certain services.
There are a number of obvious problems that a government should consider with respect
to government spending sector:
a. Lack of incentives for developing innovative solution for the same problem.
b. Lack of disincentives to discourage bad people who always take take take take and
take from their environment.
c. Plenty of management mistakes, including delegation of responsibilities without
proper delegation of authority.
d. Common pool problem (a): that is the mistake often made by decision makers in
public sector, they often do not have responsibility to consider the effect of their
decisions to the overall budget of the country. Some of those decision makers
already make loan agreement with overseas institutions in order to build expensive
power facilities and do not know the impact to overall economy of their country.
That is very very very very cruel. And they think that their move is clever answer to
energy supply problem in their country, that is why: they already punish numerous
people who do not agree with their plan, and call those who do not agree with their
cruel cruel cruel plan as unscientific, especially if those are Christian people who do
not agree with the cruel cruel plan.
e. Budget constraint. For you to know: that is one of the big problems in state
management, but the anomalous phenomena is government spending tend to
always increase despite other sectors including private sector, for example, do not
grow for a period of time. That is the classic problem, and that is why economists
call the problem as baumol’s disease.
f. There are other problems which should be considered, for instance how to plan
properly government spending in order to stimulate national economy growth. If
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government spending is too small, and then people in market will interpret that
decision as a sign of economic problem will come tomorrow, and then they will
reduce expenditures. And that is rational expectation of people in market because
they always worry and worry and worry about their stock and obligation value in
market.
That is why: now your Father in Heaven will give you today a lesson on baumol’s
disease, because some people pray and ask to Him to explain how to solve that problem.
There are possible reason for baumol’s disease, as described as follows:
a. Irresponsible budget planning of government spending, because nobody is
responsible. Some of people in government know how to get approval regardless
the budget planning of your department is very very irresponsible, that is the name
of the procedure to get approval the house of representatives: lobbying. There are
so many lobbying managers whose job are only to entertain people in order they
can increase government spending for their department. And if the government
spending will be deficit in enormous scale, those lobbying managers will rationalize
their decisions and they will say that the government spending in enormous scale is
necessary to make economy machine work properly. Keynes is actually also a false
priest, but he calculate first the effect of a certain amount of government spending,
and do that only as per necessary. But the current government in the United States
already create an artificial economic turmoil this year in order they can take so
much money from public taxes, and then they will blame Jesus Christ, including all
Christian people and also all Jews people. That is very very very very cruel. And that
is mengele plan (b), he want to make a revenge and defeat America, and you should
know that the mengele plan is already taking place in policy planning (c), that is
socialism and social darwinism and depopulation policy, that is why some people
call that as the process of nazification of America, and the effect is really really cruel
and horrible. And the effect is actually very very destroying to both America
economy and American common people’s life. Actually there is a homepage
explaining in more detailed on the nazification of America, but My messenger do not
remember the URL of the homepage.
And some people in top level in US government already made big mistake in the past
fifty years, that is they once approved some Second World War criminal people
especially those who were responsible in termination camp, in order they can find a
number of save haven place in America or in Latin America. My messenger only
know the code name of the project to give refugee to those criminal people from
Second World War, and the name of the project is very very very secret, but Me
allow My messenger to type that name in order you can take actions properly in
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order you can stop the mengele plan which is intended to destroy the world
completely. The name of the project is: odessa project, and not paperclip project.
And you should know that My messenger do not know before about mengele plan or
other secret project like odessa project, unless My messenger learn from Me, Jesus
Christ. To all of you: mengele and his plan is very very very very cruel and so
dangerous, and he plan to find consolation from his defeat sixty five years ago in a
way that he will make greater effect, that is to destroy Jerusalem. That is really
really really cruel and blasphemy. Read again and again and again and again Mark
chapter 13:14. And you should know that the mengele plan include developing
bunkers in the desert near Jerusalem, exactly in the place near the sea, that is the
name of the location: meggido. Read again and again and again and again Joel
chapter 3:2, where the location is referred to as Josafat valley. The mengele plan is
to be made effective this year, because of amnesty is already given to all nazi
soldiers who survive from lifelong prison punishment, that is sixty three years
counted from 1947, that is this year the beast is released once again, according to
the Bible, and that is what they do now.
Actually mengele survive somewhere in latin America and today he buy his way to
prepare his own army because he has become so rich as a cruel cruel cruel doctor in
the planet, he is what the Bible refer to as: the red dragon (Read again and again and
again and again Revelation 12:3,21:2), that is social darwinism is created by
mengele after he read darwin and malthus.(c) And malthus is not a reverend, he
only dressed up his way and made a gesture as if he was a reverend. That is the
message: beware of the false priests who do property business and always wear
dark suits in order you think that now he is a reverend, actually he is really really
darkness, and that is why he want other people to fall, that is the character of the
false priest. Throw away all prosperity theology preachers among you, quickly
quickly quickly today, into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again
and again and again Matthew 18:6-7.
b. maximize utility. There are so many people who make decisions concerning
government spending budget, but actually they only want to maximize their utility.
That is they only worry worry worry worry about their life, actually they have no
faith at all, and that is why they become very very very very cruel cruel cruel.
Actually they worship mammon itself, all people who always worry and think that
their life is miserable, and then they think they are allowed to do anything with
public spending, actually all of them will be punished severely in eternity. Read
again and again and again Matthew 6:24-34.
c. rational expectation. All government know something, that is they have to avoid to
send wrong signal to public, especially those traders in market, that is why: each
fiscal year, government has to announce more and more government spending, no
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matter what is the implications of their decisions to overall country’s economy. That
is why: those people in top level of government call that decision to always increase
government spending as: necessity evil. Actually they know that such a decision to
always increase government spending is very very very very cruel, because that
decision is not rational from the viewpoint of economics principles.
d. That is the message: throw away all prosperity theology preachers who always
teach you to maximize utility only in your life. I, Jesus Christ, repeat: throw away,
throw away, throw away all prosperity theology preachers quickly quickly into the
bottom of the sea today. Actually all of them worship mammon. Read again and
again and again and again Matthew 6:24, 18:6-7.

This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. My messenger actually is not an
economist and do not learn economics studies formally. But Me, Jesus Christ, help him
again, and that is the answer to some people who pray and ask to God to help them to
understand how to solve baumol’s disease: the answer actually is already clearly clearly
clearly written in the Bible, that is: you should be hurry be very very very very hurry to
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet this message quickly
quickly and be hurry be hurry to distribute this message to all over the world and send
the message to all your family and friends quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
Link:
(a) Torben M. Andersen & Per Molander, ‘introduction,’ in Torben M. Andersen & Per Molander (eds.),
Alternatives for welfare policy, Cambridge press, 2003, obtained from google search, URL:
http://assets.cambridge.org/97805218/14065/sample/9780521814065ws.pdf
(b) See NSSM 200, that is depopulation policy as part social darwinism and mengele plan. Source:
http://policestateplanning.com/chapter_14_.htm
(c) URL: http://members.optusnet.com.au/exponentialist/Malthus_Evolution.htm

URL: http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Us at: http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com
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K. Generalized Tobin tax and implications to social virtue
Some people think that rich people tend to find country which do not demand large amount
of tax, compared to tax rate in their country. That is the season of capital flight. Other
people find another solution to reduce expenditure, that is to find other country where they
can buy and obtain supply of goods and labor at lower rate, that is the basis of capital
relocation.
Actually that paradigm is very very very cruel. And you should know that you should give
more than what you take, that is the principle of good society, and you should take care
those who are really needy and poor among you. And you should know that there is
teaching of Jesus Christ that you should be compassionate and merciful, that is the principle
that God teach you. If you are rich, that is because God bless you so much and that is why
you should also give back to your society, that is the principle. Read again and again and
again and again Matthew 9:9-13.
That is how you can repent as a society, that is: you should take care those who are needy
and poor among you.
Tobin tax is intended to manage capital flight and exercise foreign exchange market which
can cause financial instability of an economy of a given country. Now Tobin tax cannot be
implemented because no government will be able to put that into effect. Now Me, Jesus
Christ, teach My messenger how he can put his idea into a practical policy making. My
messenger has other idea on Tobin tax, that is to generalize Tobin tax to include
environment swap, and then he do not know that the idea cannot be implemented at all.
Today We give My messenger My gift, that is: a generalized model of Tobin tax. The
equation should be written as follows:
Tobin tax = environment tax + basic tax + service to society and poor people +
insurance for all employees
The basic tax should be determined according to government expenditure, but government
expenditure should be made accessible to be verified publicly, that is they should be made
transparent.
The problem of exchange market (a) is all of them who put mammon to take advantage in
foreign exchange market is descendant of the old serpent. In principle, all people who only
want to maximize utility without doing any work and do not want to contribute at all to
society is an animal, especially those who want to conquer the world. Read again and again
and again and again and again Matthew 4:8-11.
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Tobin tax cannot be implemented in foreign exchange market, but can be implemented in
national economy of any given country. That is because they want to maximize utility all
over the time, against national economy stability of any given country. Recent papers tell
that you should not believe in noise traders, especially do not believe a minister who also
keep his feet wet in foreign exchange market. Noise traders can and are willing to create
needless volatility and thereby force more risk-averse investors to stay away from
marketplace.(a) Don’t you know that a number of those noise traders already created
excessive economic problems and damage public trust in foreign countries, for example in
Great Britain and Eastern Europe and Asian countries. The character of those noise traders
include: prosperous, massive investment, collect so many information and journals, and
one more character: they only use fictitious email address, and they have different email
addresses in different state in USA. That is why: stop, I repeat, stop foreign exchange
market, and throw away all prosperity theology preachers and all foreign exchange traders
quickly quickly quickly now into the bottom of the sea. Read again and again and again and
again Matthew 18:6-7.
Don’t you know that market volatility is influenced by a number of factors, including:
worrying behavior of traders, number of traders especially in foreign exchange market.
Inasmuch as all other things being the same, that is what your Father in heaven teach you
today: you should not listen or sit with noise traders, because they only create noise and
instability in other country. McKinnon once remarked in a paper, that financial instability
often follows market deregulation. And you should know, that is what noise traders want
your country to do: deregulate your market and allow capital flight freely without
restriction. That is very very very cruel, because that is exactly the method used by the
beast to ruin your country, that is to create capital drain, and then you will have to struggle
for survival. That is social darwinist’s plan to ruin economy of all countries in the world.
Environment swap is different from carbon tax or another specifically designed scheme of
carbon obligation promoted by some international institutions, they only want to
complicate the issue until nobody know how to do that properly and then the company
should pay higher higher fee for consultation of carbon market.
That is very very cruel, you should take care those people who are needy and poor among
you, not only take care expensive expatriate consultant, only because they can make effect
that your country will get lower rating from Standard Poor evaluation. That is really really
really poor evaluator. They literally speaking do not do anything except create a rating
system who only them can explain the process of evaluation. That is really really cruel. That
is not the teaching of Jesus Christ.
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And you should know that My messenger do not learn economics formally, he do not know
that you should take a phd first in economics department in Columbia University before
you can begin to write on Tobin tax. Actually he once apply to economics department of
Columbia University around ten years ago but no proper response, even he already sent his
excel file on plausible method to explain market volatility to somebody else he knew. Now
you should know that he already wish to explain market volatility around ten years ago,
but Me love him very much, that is why he should not learn economics formally, otherwise
he will waste the time, and fall into temptation and then he will be rich and become an
animal, and then he will fall forever. Me do not allow him to pursue a phd in economics.
Now, I Jesus Christ, give him My gift, that is explanation of the generalized Tobin tax and
how that can be put into effect properly. Actually you should know that My messenger
cannot explain that generalized Tobin tax, and actually he already forgot that idea
completely until I, Jesus Christ, urge him to write about that problem today.
Now the explanation is that environment swap is not good term at all, but Me, Jesus Christ,
love him very much, and Me want him to obtain his phd in economics, because your Father
in heaven approve his idea of generalized Tobin tax. Actually he only read a few paper on
Tobin tax and he find them too complicated.
Sometimes he, that is My messenger, do not understand at all, but now he find a relief
because he do not have to take all the fruit of knowledge in Columbia University. That is My
gift to him, that is he should not spend many years to understand what other people say,
only follow Me, Jesus Christ, and you will get what you dream of.
Now that is the explanation: environment swap should be determined by valuation of what
the company has done to improve the environment condition around the company in
question. And then the company can apply for tax deduction. Actually that idea is not so
clever but that is a practical solution for environmental problem. Rationale of this
proposition is that a company can create so many damaging effects to environment
surrounding the production and other facilities, that is why there should be incentive in
order they take care the environment properly. And the other reason is often government
cannot always know what are the damaging effects that already were put into effect by
action of a given company in question. For example, a mining site can leave location with
many potholes or even ponds without proper care of returning back the initial condition,
because the mining company owner only want to maximize utility. There are so many
similar behavior that company owner is already rich but he want to be richer and richer,
and take so many more from environment, from the employees, and also do not want to
pay tax to government, and they never pray and say thanks to God. That is selfish behavior
of company owner, that is because they serve two masters and literally speaking they only
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worship mammon. You should not do that, and if you are now doing that bad practice in
your company, stop doing all your sins and do not do that again, otherwise you will get
eternal consequences. Read again and again and again and again Matthew 6:24-25.
Service to society and poor people can be put to become an effective welfare policy, if the
decision maker do not restrict the tax definition as payment made payable to the tax
department of a country in question. Expenditure corresponding to service to society and
poor people can be applied for tax deduction. That is the principle of taking care of needy
and poor people. Some of the proposition outlined here is not new or first mentioned here,
but they are presented here in simple form. That is the equation of generalized Tobin tax.
Thank you, Jesus Christ already help you. Love, Jesus Christ

URL: http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent

Link:
(a) J.A. Frankel, ‘International capital mobility and exchange rate volatility,’ URL:
http://www.bos.frb.org/economic/conf/conf32/conf32f.pdf
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L. Why people cannot expect to be saved by their good deeds
People often believe that they should do many good deeds in order they can be saved in
Heaven. Actually that is a blasphemy to think that you do many good deeds in order to buy
your ticket to heaven. Don’t you know that you already do many mistakes and sins and
blasphemy in your life, and how do you expect to come to your Father in Heaven. Don’t you
know that your Father in Heaven really really take care of you literally speaking, and that is
why: you should not say that you do so many good deeds and then you become entitled to
come to heaven. Other people are so much twisted, they think and they learn that they
should suffer many many forms of suffering in order they can be pure and then they
become entitled to come to your Father in Heaven, and that suffering theology is also a
blasphemy.
Don’t you know that you can come to your Father in heaven only through receiving Me,
Jesus Christ, and do that quickly, that is the meaning of salvation by gift of grace of God.
Read again and again and again and again and again the epistle to Rome 5:8, and do read
that verse five times. Apply now for your permanent residence in Heaven quickly quickly
quickly quickly quickly quickly today.
We love you all nations, but time is up. For you to know: time is not enough for doing
anything, except for doing your best for the Kingdom of Heaven. And you should know: no
one can help you to obtain permanent residence in heaven except Jesus Christ. Read again
and again and again and again Matthew 11:26-27. That is why: you should be hurry and
you should be quick to repent and receive Jesus Christ and do your repentance. Find a file
consist of a guide to help you repent and do your repentance properly in the link
mentioned below. This guide has been translated into more than fourty languages, and then
the translation has been compiled to become a book consist of twelve chapters, and that is
the Twelve Gates, as per described properly in Isaiah 45:22-23. The meaning of Twelve
Gates is that you can listen and read the message: how God love you in your mother
language and then you can do your repentance properly. Don't worry, do not worry, just
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
This article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ, and Me allow My messenger to type
this article in order you can read and repent and do your repentance properly.

URL.
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http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://www.facebook.com/Guidetorepent
follow Us at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findtheTruthnow.blogspot.com
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M. Now Time is up, apply for permanent residence in Heaven
quickly quickly today
We love you all nations, but time is up. For you to know: time is not enough for
doing anything, except for doing your best for the Kingdom of Heaven. And you
should know: no one can help you to obtain permanent residence in heaven except
Jesus Christ. Read again and again and again and again Matthew 11:26-27. That is
why: you should be hurry be hurry and you should be quick to repent and receive
Jesus Christ and do your repentance.
Find a file consist of a guide to help you repent and do your repentance properly in
the link mentioned below. This guide has been translated into more than fourty
languages, and then the translation has been compiled to become a book consist of
twelve chapters, and that is the Twelve Gates, as per described properly in Isaiah
45:22-23. The meaning of Twelve Gates is that you can listen and read the message:
how God love you in your mother language and then you can do your repentance
properly. Don't worry, do not worry, just repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ, all
corners of the world.
Do not be a refugee with no hope, time is up, apply now for permanent residence in
heaven, time is up. Now is the End of Time, no more time, today is your last chance.
That is the message: be hurry be very very very hurry to repent and receive Me,
Jesus Christ, quickly quickly quickly quickly quickly today. Tweet this message to all
your friends and all country in the world, quickly quickly quickly today. follow Us at
www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
Love, Jesus Christ
note: this message is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. Don't you know Me,
Jesus Christ, will come again quickly today? And don't you know that Me, Jesus
Christ, will be the Judge in the End of Day? Read again and again and again and again
and again Matthew 25:31-46. That is why: you should be hurry, be hurry and
quickly quickly to repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.
URL.
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
http://Guidetorepent.blogspot.com
http://findthetruthnow.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/guidetorepent
follow Us only at http://www.twitter.com/guidetorepent
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N. What is the limit of doing work for the Kingdom of Heaven
Christian people only think that the most important thing is to be saved by Me, Jesus Christ.
They often think that Jesus Chris will take care of them, and that is all. They forget
something, that is that your Father’s Will is that they should do their best to other people
who are needy and poor among them. Yes, salvation is a gift by grace of God, and you
should not worry about anything including what you shall eat and what you shall wear,
because worrying is lack of faith in God. Read again and again and again and again and
again Matthew 6:24-34.
And some Christian people want to do whatever they want to do in their life, and they call
themselves remain Christian, they sing, they drink, they laugh, they watch movie all the
time, and they call it a life. Such a behavior is not Christian at all. Read again and again and
again and again the epistle of Rome 6:1. You should repent and do your repentance
properly, and do your work for the Kingdom of Heaven , and do your work with the
maximum available resources at your disposal. That would mean that you should not bury
your talent, or feel satisfied after you tell a few people including your family about Jesus
Christ.
Working for the Kingdom of heaven is actually a full-day work, that is you should be salt
and light in your society, and after some time you can talk properly about Jesus Christ. Read
again and again and again and again Matthew 5:13-14. And that would mean you should
live your life really really in accordance with the Bible and that is a whole life assignment,
and you should stop doing all your sins anymore, including do not trap other people and
student, including ask them to write recommendation letter for you and then you take the
recommendation letter that they make only as a hostage in order you can punish them if
they do not help you anymore. That is very very very very cruel.
And now some people think that that is enough for them to speak about Jesus Christ only to
a few people only in their whole life, and they are already tired. Actually your Father in
heaven expect you to be compassionate, not only to take care those who are needy and
poor among you, but also to take care those people who do not hear and listen to the Good
News yet, and there are so many people who do not hear yet the Good News in their life,
including so many people in China, Vietnam, India, Eastern Europe, and other countries in
Asia and Africa and Australia.
That is why, you should not stop working for the Kingdom of Heaven, and do not speak
more than necessary, you should speak as maximum as you can about Me, Jesus Christ, not
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only doing the minimum that is speak about Me, Jesus Christ, to at least four people each
day in your life. For you to know: do not fool people, including your family, that is to make
them fall and then you use their falling as an excuse to not do work for the Kingdom of
Heaven at all in your life. That is why: people who often put trap and put so many obstacle
in the life of their family are so cruel, they will not be given a part in the Kingdom of
Heaven.
That is the limit of maximum work that you should do for the Kingdom of heaven: you
should do your best with all the blessing that God already give to you. And do speak about
Me, Jesus Christ, until you rock the boat, that is the principle of working for the Kingdom of
heaven. Read again and again and again and again the Acts of the apostles 2:12, 2:41, 2:47.
That is the message: be hurry be very very very hurry to repent and receive Me, Jesus
Christ, all corners of the world. Tweet the message to all country in the world and to all
your friends including all your family quickly quickly quickly today. follow Us today at
http://www.twitter.com/Guidetorepent
That is the article for you today, this article is written and dictated by Me, Jesus Christ. Do
not punish My messenger, that is who type this article, because he only carry My message.
Don’t you know that now is the End of Time, and that there is no time anymore to do any
other work, except to work for the Kingdom of heaven.
We love you all nations, but time is up. For you to know: time is not enough for doing
anything, except for doing your best for the Kingdom of Heaven. And you should know: no
one can help you to obtain permanent residence in heaven except Jesus Christ. Read again
and again and again and again Matthew 11:26-27. That is why: you should be hurry and
you should be quick to repent and receive Jesus Christ and do your repentance. Find a file
consist of a guide to help you repent and do your repentance properly in the link
mentioned below. This guide has been translated into more than fourty languages, and then
the translation has been compiled to become a book consist of twelve chapters, and that is
the Twelve Gates, as per described properly in Isaiah 45:22-23. The meaning of Twelve
Gates is that you can listen and read the message: how God love you in your mother
language and then you can do your repentance properly. Don't worry, do not worry, just
repent and receive Me, Jesus Christ.

URL.
http://www.esnips.com/web/Guidetorepent
http://www.esnips.com/web/RepentanceGuide
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